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The promises of financial innovation

l The rise of fintech poses new challenges:
§ Disruptive growth creates a trade-off between benefits to 

competition/inclusion and risks to financial stability/consumer 
welfare

l Yet, fintechs are usually young firms that operate in a rapidly 
changing regulatory environment with high uncertainty
§ Asymmetric information and regulatory costs pose obstacles for 

access to funding

l Challenge for regulators is to foster innovation while keeping alert 
to emerging risks
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Regulatory sandboxes

l Sandboxes: regulatory tool to foster innovation in the financial 
sector while keeping alert to emerging risks
§ Almost 60 countries have already introduced them!

l Goals differ
§ Facilitate fintechs access to financing

- Foster innovation, competition, and ultimately consumer 
welfare

§ Learn about new technologies before they hit the mass market
- Digital economy implies large economies of scale and scope
- Could threaten consumer protection and financial stability

§ (Nurture the fintech sector in general)
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Our setting: the UK sandbox

l World’s first sandbox, 
established in the UK by the 
FCA in 2015

l 5 cohorts from 2016-2019
§ Firms that offer genuine 

innovation
l Explicit goal to attract 

investments toward fintechs 
by reducing informational 
frictions
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The UK sandbox process

l Process: Application, authorisation, testing, exit 
l FCA selects firms that offer genuine innovation
l 5 cohorts, 118 firm accepted in total (3x as many applications)

§ Nov 2016, June 2017, Dec 2017, July 2018, April 2019
l Firms are assigned a dedicated case officer
l Test their products in a limited market environment, subject to 

regular reporting requirements
l Over 75% of firms successfully complete test
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Sandbox entry improves access to funding

l Entry into the sandbox:
§ 15% increase in capital 

raised 
§ 50% increase in 

probability to raise 
funding
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How does the sandbox help fintechs?

1. By reducing asymmetric information
- Effect of sandbox entry on capital raised is stronger for 

smaller and younger firms
- Firms raise more capital from first-time investors or foreign 

investors post-entry

2. By reducing regulatory uncertainty/costs
- Anecdotal evidence suggests that firms headed by CEOs with 

limited experience in the financial sector benefit more
- Supported by our evidence

Ø Note that results are also consistent with general signalling effect: 
sandbox entry reveals firms’ quality
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Identification

l We focus on the set of firms that enter the sandbox at some point
§ Exploit staggered introduction and different cohorts
§ Assumption: firm observables and unobservables among

sandbox firms are uncorrelated with cohort entry date
l Strategy 1: firm-level

§ No differential pre-trends
§ Cohort/entry date uncorrelated with firm-level observables

l Strategy 2: firm-investor level
§ Including firm*time fixed effects leads to no change in 

coefficients (but R2 up)
§ Including investor*time fixed effects increases magnitude
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Literature

l Incubators, accelerators, and R&D grants to foster innovation
§ Gonzalez-Uribe and Leatherbee, 2018; Howell, 2017; Yu 2020; 

Gonzalez-Uribe and Reyes, 2021
§ See also Kerr and Nanda, 2015; Lerner and Nanda, 2020

l How to regulate fintechs
§ Zetzsche, Buckley, Barberis and Arner, 2017; Buchak et al, 2017
§ Algorithmic discrimination and changes in consumer behaviour 

(Bartlett et al, 2019; Berg, Burg, Gombovi ć and Puri, 2020; 
Fuster et al, 2021)

Ø Sandboxes have emerged as the most prominent tool to foster 
innovation and inform regulation. Yet no evidence on their 
effectiveness
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The UK sandbox

l Established in November 2015 by the Financial Conduct Authority
§ Explicit goal to attract investments toward fintechs
§ … but long-term objective to foster competition and increase 

consumer welfare
l Four steps: Application, selection, testing, exit 
l Operates on a cohort basis

§ 5 cohorts, 118 firm accepted in total (3x as many applications)
§ Nov 2016, June 2017, Dec 2017, July 2018, April 2019

l FCA selects firms that 
§ offer genuine innovation that benefits UK consumers
§ …and fulfil “need for support criteria”
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The sandbox process

l Firms are assigned a dedicated case officer
§ Helps to design test setup
§ Provides guidance to fulfil regulatory guidelines

l Firms test their products in a limited market environment, subject to 
regular reporting requirements

l After around 6 months, firms submit final testing report and exit
§ Over 75% of firms successfully complete test

l Firms apply for a permanent authorisation upon completion
§ “Fast-tracked“ process
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The data: Pitchbook

l Data on all individual deals by sandbox firms over the period 
2014q1 to 2019q2 
§ Detailed deal characteristics such as issuer name, deal date, deal 

amount, and type/purpose of the deal. 
§ Each deal contains information on the individual investors and 

their location. 
§ Other data: company age, industry/vertical classification, and 

location; plus CEO gender and degree
l Aggregate data to firm-quarter level with balanced panel
l Average deal size of $4.7 million and a standard deviation of $27.5 

million. Out of all firm-quarter observations, firms raise debt in 6.1% 
of all cases 
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Capital raised around the entry date
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Empirical strategy – firm level

l Outcome: log(1+deal amt) or dummy capital raised, which takes a 
value of one if the firm raises capital in a given quarter. 

l Dummy post SB entry takes a value of one after sandbox entry, and 
zero for all quarters prior to entry 

l All pre-entry firm controls interacted with post SB dummy
l Firm + (industry*) time fixed effects
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Identification #1

l Entry into the sandbox could be correlated with unobservable firm 
characteristics
§ Exploit the staggered design of the sandbox: firms enter in 

different cohorts. 
§ Identifying assumption: among the group of firms that join the 

sandbox, a firm’s observable and unobservable characteristics 
are not systematically correlated with its entry date. 

l We test for this directly:
§ No differential pre-trends
§ Entry date uncorrelated with observable firm characteristics

l (Below: firm*time and investor*time FE)
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No pre-trends: coefficient plot
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Entry date: balancedness
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Entry into the sandbox helps fintechs raise capital
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Potential mechanisms

1. General signalling effect: entry into the sandbox signals quality, 
benefitting all firms

2. Reducing asymmetric information
§ Fintechs, especially young and small ones, are subject to 

informational frictions; especially acute in early-stage VC 
markets and for foreign/first-time investors

§ Sandbox could alleviate information asymmetries
3. Reducing regulatory uncertainty/costs

§ Fintechs offer products in environment of regulatory uncertainty
§ Passing the test + having a dedicated case officer could reduce 

regulatory costs/uncertainty
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Disentangling the mechanisms

l Small and young firms, VC deals
§ Small and young firms are informationally more opaque; similar 

argument for early stage VC deals
§ They should benefit more from sandbox entry if asy info 

declines
l Foreign and first-time investors (later)

§ They have inferior information about UK firms, so should benefit 
more when asy info is resolved

l Regulatory costs: CEO background
§ Anecdotal evidence that firms with CEO that has finance 

background benefit less
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Evidence on the mechanism
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Investor-firm analysis

l Outcome: log(1+deal amt), split by pro-rata basis
l Dummy post SB entry takes a value of one after sandbox entry, and 

zero for all quarters prior to entry 
l Investor type is either foreign or first-time investor
l Include granular fixed effects

§ Investor*firm
§ Investor*time
§ Firm*time
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Investor-firm analysis: identification

l Entry date could be correlated with unobservable time-varying firm 
characteristics, even among the group of sandbox firms
§ Entry date could be correlated with eg change in the quality of 

the offered product or service
Ø Include firm*time fixed effects

l Investors could be subject to unobservable shocks that are 
correlated with sandbox entry
§ Eg a change in tax rate that reduces capital taxes on investments 

in fintechs could relax investors’ constraints 
Ø Include investor*time fixed effects

Ø With FE we compare the same firm raising capital from the same 
investor at different dates of entry into the sandbox 
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Sandbox firms raise more capital from foreign and first-
time investors
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Does the number of (foreign) investors increase?
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Further specifications

l Narrow the “event window“
§ Do investors gradually learn about firms’ quality as they age, or 

is it about the sandbox signal?
l Matching

§ Collect information on ca. 1,000 non-sandbox firms
§ Compare effect of sandbox entry by comparing sandbox to non-

sandbox firms, based on CEM, NN, and PS matching
l Investor-firm analysis

§ Examine robustness to alternative methods of splitting deal 
volumes across investors
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Alternative specifications
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CEM matching
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NN and PS matching
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Other splits in investor analysis
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Sandboxes and fintech funding globally

l Over 70 sandboxes in around 60 countries globally

l Differ vastly in scope and design
§ Nurture fintech sector in general
§ Foster innovation
§ Learn about risks
§ …

l Yet, often have the goal to nurture the local fintech sector
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Sandboxes around the world

The use of this map does not constitute, and should not be construed as constituting, an expression of a position by the BIS 
regarding the legal status of, or sovereignty of any territory or its authorities, to the delimitation of international frontiers and 
boundaries and/or to the name and designation of any territory, city or area.

Source: World Bank, Global Experiences From Regulatory Sandboxes.
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Sandboxes and fintech funding globally

quarters pre/post establishment date
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Conclusion

l UK sandbox helps fintechs raise capital

l Results consistent with a reduction in asymmetric information and 
regulatory costs/uncertainty
§ Effects stronger for young and small firms
§ More capital raised from foreign and first-time investors
§ Effects stronger for firms with no “finance CEO”

l Effects not explained by observable or unobservable firm or investor 
characteristics
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Caveats & outlook

l Important caveat: what are the welfare implications?
§ Too early to judge implications for financial stability and 

consumer welfare
§ Yet, encouraging evidence: sandboxes can improve fintechs 

access to capital
l Sandboxes differ greatly in their design – UK sandbox could serve as 

role model
§ Design of sandbox and selection process of companies could be 

crucial
§ Exploit differences in sandbox design across countries to learn 

about best practices?


